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   Association of Indigenous             Stichting Sanomaro Esa               Association of Saramaka      Forest Peoples 
Village Leaders in Suriname                                     Authorities      Programme 

 
08 July 2005 
 
Ms. Nathalie Prouvez  
Secretary,  
United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination 
UNOG-OHCHR 
1211 Geneva 10 
Switzerland 
 
RE:  Request for Follow-Up and Urgent Action Concerning the Situation of Indigenous and 

Tribal Peoples in Suriname  
 
Dear Ms. Prouvez: 
 
1. On behalf of the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname, Stichting Sanomaro 
Esa, the Association of Saramaka Authorities and the Forest Peoples Programme (‘the submitting 
organizations’), I have the honour of again addressing the United Nations Committee on the Elimination 
of Racial Discrimination (‘the Committee’) with regard to the situation of indigenous and tribal peoples 
in Suriname.  This present communication provides updated information and emphasizes the pressing 
need for sustained and increased attention to the situation in Suriname. Indeed, the Committee’s 2003 
statement that the problems faced by indigenous and tribal peoples call for “immediate attention,” 
remains equally pertinent and compelling today. 1   
 
2. Sustained and increased attention to the situation in Suriname is urgently needed due to  the 
imminent enactment of a new Mining Act, which, on its face, discriminates against indigenous and tribal 
peoples (infra paras. 6-8); Suriname’s ongoing failure to give effect to the Committee’s 2004 
Concluding Observations  (infra paras. 9-11); and due to its authorization of additional, highly 
prejudicial resource extraction and infrastructure projects that contravene the Committee’s 
recommendations and Suriname’s obligations under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Racial Discrimination (infra paras. 12-14).  Given this situation, the submitting organizations hereby 
respectfully request that the Committee elevate the level of it s dialogue with Suriname by considering 
the situation of indigenous and tribal peoples under its Early Warning/Urgent Action procedure (see, 
infra, paragraph 19 for the precise request). 
 
3. The submitting organizations have previously transmitted four  reports to the Committee 
concerning the situation of indigenous and tribal peoples in Suriname: the first in December 2002; the 

                                                 
1    Prevention of Racial Discrimination, including Early Warning Measures and Urgent Action Procedures, Decision 3(62), 
Suriname . UN Doc. CERD/C/62/CO/Dec.3, 21 March 2003Id. at para. 4. 
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most recent in January 2005.2  Our submission of January 2005 focused on the imminent adoption of 
racially discriminatory legislation, the draft Mining Act, by the National Assembly of Suriname, as well 
as Suriname’s failure to give effect to and active contravention of the Committee’s Concluding 
Observations.  
 
4. The Committee has formally commented on the situation in Suriname on three occasions since 
March 2003.  At its 62nd session, the Committee adopted Decision 3(62), which states that “serious 
violations of the rights of indigenous communities, particularly the Maroons and the Amerindians, are 
being committed in Suriname….”3  At its 64th session, the Committee adopted Concluding Observations 
on Suriname4 which emphasize both de jure and de facto discrimination concerning, inter alia, rights to 
lands, territories and resources, particularly the failure of the State to recognize, guarantee and secure 
those rights;5 the absence of meaningful and effective procedural and other guarantees in relation to 
natural resource exploitation and the resulting negative cultural, health, social and other consequences 
thereof;6 and the absence of adequate and effective domestic remedies to assert and seek protection for 
indigenous and tribal rights in domestic venues.7  The Committee also highlighted the discriminatory 
nature of the draft Mining Act. 8      
 
5. Finally, in March 2005, the Committee adopted Decision 3(66) under its Follow-Up Procedure, 
observing that a “revised version of the draft Mining Act, which was approved by Suriname’s Council 
of Ministers at the end of 2004, and is likely to be scheduled for adoption by the National Assembly 
within the next few months, may not be in conformity with the Committee’s recommendations.”9   The 
Committee also invited Suriname to comment on the nature of the draft Mining Act “before 11 April 
2005,” and recommended that it “ensure the compliance of the revised draft Mining Act with the 
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, as well as with the 
Committee’s March 2004 recommendations.”10 
 
The draft Mining Act is scheduled for enactment in the near future  
6. The revised draft Mining Act was tabled for debate and enactment in the National Assembly by 
the Minister of Natural Resources in late January 2005, in the same form as that reviewed by the 
Committee (see Submission of 06 January 2005, Annex A, for translated text of the revised draft Act).11  
Due to the national elections of May 2005 however, the National Assembly  delayed consideration of the 

                                                 
2   Persistent and Pervasive Racial Discrimination Against Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in the Republic of Suriname. 
Formal Request to Initiate an Urgent Procedure to Avoid Immediate and Irreparable Harm, 15 December 2002; Persistent 
and Pervasive Racial Discrimination Against Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in the Republic of Suriname , 21 May 2003; 
Comments on Suriname’s State Party Report (CERD/C/446/Add.1), 26 January 2004; Request for the Initiation of an Urgent 
Action and a Follow Up Procedure in Relation to the Imminent Adoption of Racially Discriminatory Legislation by the 
Republic of Suriname , 06 January 2005.  
3   Prevention of Racial Discrimination, including Early Warning Measures and Urgent Action Procedures, Decision 3(62), 
Suriname . UN Doc. CERD/C/62/CO/Dec.3, 21 March 2003,  at para. 3. 
4 Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Suriname.  
CERD/C/64/CO/ 9/Rev.2, 12 March 2004 (hereinafter ‘Concluding Observations: Suriname ’). 
5   Id. at paras. 11, 12, 23 and 30. 
6   Id. at paras. 13-15 and 18 
7  Id. at para. 14. 
8  Id. 
9 Follow –Up Procedure, Decision 3(66), Suriname . UN Doc. CERD/C/66/SUR/Dec.3, 9 March 2005, at para. 4. 
10 Id. at paras. 5-6. 
11  See, newspaper article in Annex A hereto. 
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revised draft and  has yet to enact the proposed law.  Now that the elections have concluded – the same 
coalition of parties that previously formed the government has maintained its overall majority in the 
National Assembly and will again form the government – the revised draft Act is once again on the 
agenda for imminent enactment.    
 
7. The revised draft Act presently before the National Assembly maintains the discriminatory 
provisions identified by the Committee in 2004 and 2005, and explained at length in our submission of 
January 2005.12  In addition to de jure discrimination against indigenous and tribal peoples in relation to 
property rights and access to judicial remedies, the draft Act consciously privileges the interests of non-
indigenous and tribal persons and the State over the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and fails to 
provide meaningful and effective guarantees that will ensure that the latter do not continue to suffer the 
well documented, extreme and pervasive violations of their basic rights heretofore associated with 
resource exploitation in Suriname.  This conclusion is supported by the 2005 draft Inter-American 
Development Bank’s Country Environment Assessment for Suriname (‘IADB Report’), which states that 
 

Land rights and land use of forest peoples and international investors are among the most contentious 
issues confronting Suriname development and environmental policy today. Customary law rules of the 
various Amerindians and Maroons groups assign user rights to land and natural resources based on group, 
clans, and family membership. These tribal laws and regulations are well known to, and generally 
respected by, all members of the ethnic group. By national law, however, Amerindians and Maroons have 
no formal rights to land in the interior. The law provides for user rights, but these are overruled if the 
“national interest” is at stake. As a result, large -scale mining and logging concessions are granted on tribal 
lands without prior consultation or informing tribal people. Logging concessions currently affect 60% of 
Amerindian and Maroon communities. Mining concessions overlap with nearly 40% of Amerindian and 
Maroon communities. 
The government is failing in regulation and control of both formal (mostly foreign) and informal (mostly 
small-scale) mining and logging activities. As a result, few companies abide by environmental, labor, and 
other national laws. Claims by the Government of Suriname that the land rights issue is a high priority are 
unconvincing given the lack of action in this direction. For example, a new mining law has been drafted 
without consultation of Maroon and Amerindian representatives.13 

 
8. Without immediate and urgent attention to this situation, indigenous and tribal peoples, who 
remain without guaranteed rights and effective remedies in municipal law, will suffer additional 
irreparable harm to their physical and cultural integrity and their individual and collective dignity and 
well-being.   In this light, and given Suriname’s failure to respond to the Committee’s March 2005 
request for information about the revised draft Mining Act, the submitting organizations urge the 
Committee to elevate the level and nature of its constructive dialogue with Suriname by addressing the 
current situation under its Early Warning/Urgent Action Procedure.  As discussed below, the need for 
such increased attention is further warranted by Suriname’s ongoing failure to give effect in any way to 
the Committee’s Concluding Observations of March 2004 and its ongoing and active disregard for the 
recommendations therein.     
 

                                                 
12  Request for the Initiation of an Urgent Action and a Follow Up Procedure in Relation to the Imminent Adoption of 
Racially Discriminatory Legislation by the Republic of Suriname , 06 January 2005, paras. 7-28. 
13   Inter-American Development Bank, Country Environment Assessment (CEA) Suriname, draft Report, February 2005, at 9.  
Available at:  http://enet.iadb.org/idbdocswebservices/idbdocsInternet/IADBPublicDoc.aspx?docnum=482598  
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Suriname has failed to implement and continues to disregard to the Committee’s Concluding 
Observations  
9. Suriname has failed to give effect to the Committee’s recommendations issued in March 2004.14  
Moreover, it has not given any indication that it is seriously considering implementation of the 
Committee’s recommendations and it has failed to respond to requests for information in this respect, 
including formal petitions submitted pursuant to article 22 of the 1987 Constitution. 15  That this is the 
case is verified in the IADB Report, which observes that Suriname has no plans to address indigenous 
and tribal peoples’ rights in 2005.16  This same report, which also notes the discriminatory nature of the 
revised draft Mining Act, further states that  
 

Assigning land rights to Maroon and Indigenous groups has been on the political agenda for several 
decades, but has never resulted in significant actions. This issue has not been mentioned in the [State’s] 
2005 Annual [Development] Plan. Proposed provisions regarding the rights of Amerindian and Maroons 
state that these groups have to allow mining on land “they utilize or live on” (art 76.1). For this they will 
be compensated (art. 76). The applicant of an exploitation right is required to enter into an agreement with 
Indigenous and Maroon people regarding their [indigenous and tribal peoples’] access to and use of the 
land and compensation (art 77). Unlike landowners or for instance the holders of a concession who are 
protected against small-scale mining on their lands (art. 52.3), Indigenous peoples and Maroons are not. 
The draft-mining act is still awaiting approval from parliament.17 

 
10. That no action is contemplated was further confirmed by an official of the Minist ry of Regional 
Development in February 2005. Speaking to a press conference, this official “emphasised that the land 
rights problem will not be solved any time soon and that the government needs to give consideration to 
all ethnic groups in Suriname, who also need to be involved.”18 
 
11. The submitting organizations wish to emphasize that Suriname is unique in the western 
hemisphere insofar as it continues to deny indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights and has failed to provide 
even modest levels of legal protection for these rights. Moreover, as numerous intergovernmental and 
non-governmental bodies have observed, violations of indigenous and tribal peoples’ basic rights in 
Suriname are pervasive, institutionalized and unpunished.  Respect for these rights is fundamentally 
related to indigenous and tribal peoples’ physical and cultural integrity and survival, both of which are 
presently threatened with additional irreparable harm by Suriname’s acts and omissions.  If 
implemented, the Committee’s important and welcomed 2004 recommendations would go a long way to 
addressing the deficits in Surinamese law and practice. However, despite the passage of almost 18 
months since they were issued, and despite requests for meetings and information submitted by 
indigenous and tribal peoples, all of which have been unanswered, Suriname has yet to take even the 
most tentative steps towards giving effect to the Committee’s recommendations.         
 
 
                                                 
14   Id. paras. 29-30. 
15   These requests are annexed to our submission of January 2005. 
16  Inter-American Development Bank, Country Environment Assessment (CEA) Suriname, draft Report, February 2005, at 
36, and 50 – “the 2001-2005 Multi-year Development Plan (Meerjaren Ontwikkelings Plan – MOP) determined seventeen 
development focus-areas for government plans, programs and projects. A number of activities have already been carried out, 
covering almost all the focus-areas. Exceptions are the focus-areas ‘Land rights for tribal and Indigenous people’ and 
‘Strengthening public participation systems for local communities’ for which no action has been taken.” 
17  Id. at 61. 
18  See, Annex B, ‘Indigenous Peoples from West Suriname Present Land Rights Map’. 
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Suriname has authorized new, highly prejudicial resource exploitation operations  
12. In addition to failing to implement the Committee’s 2004 recommendations, Suriname is actively 
disregarding those recommendations by authorizing additional resource exploitation and associated 
infrastructure projects that pose substantial threats of irreparable harm to indigenous and tribal peoples.  
As discussed above, the proposed legislative framework for mining will not ameliorate these threats.  
Legis lation is the forestry sector is equally substandard in relation to the internationally guaranteed 
rights of indigenous and tribal peoples.  These additional activities have all been authorized without any 
formal notification to the affected indigenous and  tribal communities and without seeking their prior 
agreement or informed consent, as recommended by the Committee in 2004 and in General 
Recommendation XXIII, respectively.  Two examples of these additional activities are outlined below. 
 
13. Imminent bauxite mining operations in the west Suriname Bakhuys concession are of serious 
concern, particularly as the companies involved also intend to construct a hydroelectric dam that will 
force at least one Trio indigenous community (Amotopo) from its lands and flood the lands of four 
others (Wanapan, Section, Washabo and Apura).19  The companies involved, BHP/Billiton and 
Suralco/Alcoa, are presently entering the final phase of exploration at Bakhuys. The concession and 
exploration permit were both issued without any prior participation by or agreement with the affected 
communities and without any form of environmental impact assessment.  Moreover, indigenous people 
have been excluded from the concession area and may longer conduct subsistence activities therein: 
“Carlo Lewis, village chief of Apura, mentions that because of the developments in their territory they 
are forced to change their way of living. ‘We are not against the developments, but our way of living has 
to be taking into account. We are already no longer allowed to hunt in the Bakhuys territory and we 
cannot go to the supermarket like the people in the city, because we live from the forest.’”20 
 
14. In east Suriname, the State has granted gold mining concessions to Suralco/Alcoa and Newmont 
Mining on the traditional lands of the Paramaka maroon people.  The companies are presently 
conducting exploration activities.  According to the IADB Report, the “Risks associated with the 
development of a large-scale gold mine in this area include, in addition to the mentioned environmental 
impacts, the violation of Indigenous rights.”21  As with the Bakhuys concession, this concession and 
exploration permit were both issued without any prior participation by or agreement with the affected 
communities and without any form of environmental impact assessment.   
 
Additional Information – The Case of Moiwana Village, Inter-American Court of Human Rights 
15. In its 2004 Concluding Observations on Suriname, the Committee raised the issue of the ongoing 
impunity pertaining to the Moiwana massacre of 29 November 1986.22  This case was transmitted to the 
Inter-American Court of Human Rights on 20 December 2002 subsequent to the decision of the Inter-
American Commission on Human Right that Suriname had violated articles I (right to life, liberty and 
personal security), VII (protection of mothers and children), IX (inviolability of the home) and XXIII 
(property) of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, and articles 25 (judicial 
protection), 8 (judicial guarantees) and 1(1) (obligation to respect and ensure rights) of the American 

                                                 
19  See, Annex C, Implementation of the Kabalebo Project: Land Rights Capture the attention of Indigenous Peoples in 
Southern Suriname . 
20  Id. 
21  Inter-American Development Bank, Country Environment Assessment (CEA) Suriname, draft Report, February 2005, at 60 
and 63. 
22 Concluding Observations: Suriname , at para. 20. 
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Convention on Human Rights.23  It was also transmitted to the Court subsequent to Suriname’s failure to 
give effect to the Inter-American Commission’s recommendations concerning remedial measures 
despite receiving a six month extension to the prescribed period for compliance.24   
 
16. On 24 June 2005, the Forest Peoples Programme25 was informed, in a summary of operative 
paragraphs of judgment,26 that the Inter-American Court had “unanimously decided to dismiss 
Suriname’s preliminary objections ,” and “unanimously ruled that the State had violated the rights 
enshrined in the following articles of the American Convention: 5(1) [the right to mental and moral 
integrity], 22 [freedom of movement and  residence], 21 [the right to property], 8(1) [judicial guarantees] 
and 25 [the right to judicial protection], all in relation to Article 1(1) of that treaty ….”27  With regard to 
reparations, the Court ruled, inter alia, that Suriname shall “adopt such legislative, administrative, and 
other measures  as are necessary to ensure the property rights of the members of the Moiwana 
community in relation to the traditional territories from which they were expelled, and provide for the 
members’ use and enjoyment of those territories.  These measures shall include the creation of an 
effective mechanism for the delimitation, demarcation and titling of said traditional territories.”28  The 
finding of a violation of the right to property and the remedy ordered by the Cour t further substantiate 
the conclusion that indigenous and tribal peoples lack even basic guarantees for their property and other 
rights in Suriname today.  It also confirms that judicial protection and guarantees are absent or 
ineffective in relation to these and other rights. 
 
Conclusion and Request 
17. That there is a persistent pattern of disregard for indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights in relation 
to resource extraction in Suriname is confirmed in the IADB Report, which states that “By signing 
various international agreements, and by its own rhetoric, the Government of Suriname has obliged itself 
to respecting the dignity, human rights, and cultural uniqueness of Indigenous peoples and Maroons in 
the development process. In practice, however, traditio nal societies and their customary rights are 
seldom considered in planning for large-scale industrial development.”29  This has also been commented 
on by indigenous leaders in Suriname, who have further observed that they have repeatedly complained 
to the State about the (sometimes severe) negative impact of these activities, “but without any definite 
result.”30   
 
18. This situation must also be viewed in light of the fact that there are no effective domestic 
remedies, either specific or generally applicable, designed to provide for the recognition and recovery of 
indigenous and tribal peoples’ ancestral lands, territories and resources, to challenge State-authorized 

                                                 
23   Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report No. 35/02, The Case of Moiwana Village (Case 11.821) , March 
2002.  The Moiwana massacre predated Suriname ratification of the American Convention and acceptance of the Court’s 
jurisdiction, which occurred simultaneously in November 1987, and therefore the Court did not have jurisdiction ratione 
temporis over the violations of the right to life and other violations completed on 29 November 1986. 
24 Article 51(1) of the American Convention provides that the Commission may submit a case to the Court after the 
expiration of 90 days should the State in question fail to implement the Commission’s recommendations. 
25   Fergus MacKay of the Forest Peoples Programme is counsel of record for the victims in the case of Moiwana Village v. 
Suriname. 
26   The full judgment is not available at the time of this writing. 
27   The Case of Moiwana Village v. Suriname, Summary of Main Operative Paragraphs of the Judgement on Preliminary 
Objections, Merits and Reparations, CDH-11.821/223, 24 June 2005, at 1.  
28   Id. 
29   Inter-American Development Bank, Country Environment Assessment (CEA) Suriname , at 70. 
30   See, Annex B, ‘Indigenous Peoples from West Suriname Present Land Rights Map’. 
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activities therein, and to ensure that the State consults with and obtains their informed consent prior to 
issuing resource exploitation concessions.  The absence of effective legal guarantees and domestic 
remedies was also observed by the Committee in 2004, which expressed its concern “that indigenous 
and tribal peoples cannot as such seek recognition of their traditional rights before the courts because 
they are not recognized legally as juridical persons.”31  The result is that indigenous and tribal peoples 
are rendered defenseless and unprotected and their rights, as is presently the case in Suriname, are 
violated with impunity.  If the draft revised Mining Act is enacted in its present form, this result will be 
further perpetuated and further institutionalized. 
 
19. In light of the preceding, the submitting organizations respectfully request tha t the Committee 
elevate the level of its dialogue with and oversight of Suriname by considering the situation of 
indigenous and tribal peoples under its Emergency/Urgent Action procedure so as to assist Suriname in 
ensuring that the rights guaranteed by the Convention are fully recognized and respected in law and 
practice.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Fergus M. MacKay 
On behalf of the submitting organizations  
 
Brantasgracht 7 
1019 RK Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 
Ph./Fax: 31-20-419-1746 
 
cc. ARIS 
 

                                                 
31  Concluding Observations: Suriname , at para. 14. 



 
 

 

Annex A:   Draft Mining Law at the  National Assembly 
10/02/2005, Dagblad Suriname [Original in Dutch] 
 
Paramaribo 
 
The draft Mining Act, contrary to what the DBS reported, has already been submitted 
to the National Assembly (DNA). This was confirmed by Ruth Wijdensbosch, Vice-
President of DNA and Otmar Rodgers, President of Commission of Rapporteurs of 
the DNA. Rodgers says that the Commission is presently busy is with the preparations 
and he hopes that public debate in the DNA will take place within reasonable time. He 
could not indicate whether the draft law will be enacted prior to the elections of 25 
May. “As a Commission, if necessary, persons will be consulted from within and 
outside mining sector to gain more insight on the law.” 
 
Rodgers did not discuss the earlier objections registered by the Association of 
Indigenous Village Leaders in Surinam (VIDS) in relation to the draft law. The VIDS 
believes that the government has failed to consult indigenous peoples and Maroons 
and that passage of the law must be delayed until the occupants of communal lands 
have been involved sufficiently. The VIDS also states the view that the law 
contravenes the international norms which apply to indigenous and tribal peoples.  
 
Harold Pollack, one of the consultants that drafted the law, however, said the law 
contains sufficient regulations concerning consultation of occupants of communal 
lands and that compensation for damages which the communities may incur during 
exploration activities would be possible.  “The applicant for the right to exploration 
also has to produce a report stating the consequences of the planned activities for the 
community.  On this basis, the applicant negotiates with the community to reach an 
agreement on compensation, the so-called ‘Agreement concerning relations with 
Community’”, said Pollack.  
 
According to him, the draft Mining Act appears therefore not to be hostile to 
indigenous and maroon communities. “We have used the model ‘development with 
conservation of own identity’ as the basis of the new law and this is set out in the law. 
Ultimate responsibility for development of the local population rests with 
Government and not mining companies, which are able to make only one contribution 
to that development. Government therefore must play a very active role and the law 
stipulates that the government will have intervene in cases where no agreement on 
compensation can be reached between the applicant for the mining right and the 
occupants. The law foresees that the government will be informed at an early stage of 
the presence of occupants of communal lands or in the immediate vicinity of the 
requested area, so that the government can take swift measures to protect the interests 
of the occupants. President Venetiaan has said that the law will go to the National 
Assembly” said Pollack. 



 
 

 

Annex B:  Indigenous maps should help solve the land rights issue, 
26 February 2005, De Ware Tijd.  [Original in Dutch] 
 
Paramaribo- The indigenous communities of Apura, Section and Washabo from the western 
part of Suriname, have mapped their historical and contemporary occupation and use of 
lands, in cooperation with the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname (VIDS). 
This map is manufactured with the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) technology. 
 
With the data that was drawn from this, a survey map was produced of these indigenous 
territories in West Surinam. This map is manufactured in Canada and the total project costs 
are well over 50.000 US dollar. 
 
This map will support the indigenous and maroon people, who have been struggling with the 
land rights issue for years. Surinam is the only country in the western  hemisphere where the 
native peoples do not yet have any titles to their lands. VIDS-chairman Ricardo Pane stated 
that indigenous people and native inhabitants do not yet have legal rights to their lands and 
natural resources, which they have used and inhabited since time immemorial, at their 
disposal. At the same time there is an enormous pressure placed on the communities and 
their territories, he continues. “The contemporary world is searching for more and more 
natural resources like bauxite, petroleum and wood. For which, if necessary, the rights of the 
people who live in these areas are violated.” In this sense, there are examples in west 
Suriname and south east Suriname where there are plans for the exploitation of bauxite and 
the construction of new cities and nature reserves. This happens without hearing the voice of 
the local community or the VIDS.  Pane also pointed to the fact that the government does no t 
take any action about this situation: “We have in a lot of cases already informed the Suriname 
government but without any definite result.” 
 
Eventually the VIDS turned to the UN Anti Racial Discrimination Committee and the UN 
Human Rights Committee. They  concluded that Suriname has to acknowledge the rights of 
the indigenous and the maroon peoples to their collective ownership and use of their 
territories. For that purpose the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination also 
made certain recommendations and also offered technical assistance. 
 
By the means of dialogue, the villages and the VIDS want to come to a solution together with 
the government, concerning the land right issues. This is why they mapped their territory to 
achieve the legal recognition of it. The villages from the Lower- Marowijne and the southern 
villages have already presented the government maps in 2003. Furthermore the VIDS has 
suggested that a commission be appointed that can examine and solve the problem. Pane says 
that they are disappointed because there still hasn’t been an answer.  
 
Carlo Lewis, village chief of Apura, mentions that because of the developments in their 
territory they are forced to change their way of living. “We are not against the developments, 
but our way of living has to be taking into account. We are already no longer allowed to hunt 
in the Bakhuys territory and we cannot go to the supermarket like the people in the city, 
because we live from the forest.” He realises that the demarcation of their territory does not 
yet mean that they have land rights, but it is an offer towards the government to solve the 
issue together. 
 
Mr. Verneuil, the representative of the Ministry of Regional Development said that he is glad 
that the indigenous peoples want to so lve the problem through dialogue. He also said that 
their efforts show great devotion. Despite this he emphasised that the land rights problem will 
not be solved any time soon and that the government needs to give consideration to all ethnic 
groups in Suriname, who also need to be involved. 
 
District commissioner Rudi Strijk mentions to dWT that the Counsel for the Development of 
the Interior (CDI/ROB) is informed by different actors who are involved in the case. He 
recognises that it concerns a complex problem that cannot be solved on any short notice. The 
ROB wants to contribute to the possible start of a discussion concerning this issue and 
furthermore has an advising role towards the government, says Strijk. The representatives of 
the Ministry of Regional Development and the ROB have received a copy of the map. 



 
 

 

Annex C: Implementation of the Kabalebo Project: Land Rights Capture 
the attention of Indigenous Peoples in Southern Suriname 
De Ware Tijd, 05/07/2005 [Original in Dutch] 
 
APETINA - Twelve indigenous traditional authorities of villages and areas in South Suriname, 
held a high level discussion concerning the land rights of their people on 28-30 June in 
Apetina on the Tapanahony Rivier in southeast Suriname. 
  
Paramount Chief Asongo of the Trio’s from Kwamalasemutu and surrounds could not be 
present, but was represented by his delegate. It is high time that our rights passed on by our 
ancestors are recognized and we can enjoy prosperity and equal rights as enjoyed by other 
citizens, just like the other citizens, was the Paramount Chief’s message to the high level 
meeting.  
 
Recognized land rights will help ensure the current and future development of the indigenous 
peoples of southern Suriname. The traditional authorities said among others that if it is 
possible to protect trees and animals in the Central Suriname Nature Reserve, (CSNR), it 
must be also possible to protect traditional people and their collective rights.   
 
The leaders as for the support of the environmental protection organization, the Amazon 
Conservation Team, which has previously worked in the area and seeks to raise awareness 
about nature protection and the protection of bio -diversity. This will take the form of 
information, recommendations, trainings, economic activities and investments, because, 
according to the indigenous authorities, the Surinamese government does not look after or 
insufficiently pays attention to the interests of the Trio and Wayana peoples. 
 
We do not want to be chased from our lands like wild animals, as wild pigs are hurried and 
chased, the leaders said. This pronouncement came after an explanation of the state of the law 
concerning land rights in Suriname, by the anthropologist, Dr. Marieke Heemskerk, a 
consultant for the Amazon Conservation Team.  
 
There is little difference in the culture and way of life of southern Surinamese indigenous 
tribes and this is something that they gladly want to keep. The majority of the indigenous 
authorities come from Amatopo, Wanapan, the Lucierivier, Alalapadoe, Tepu, 
Kwamalasamutu, Sipaliwini, Apetina and Lawa. They indicated that their choice is for 
officially recognized and legal protection of their collective rights to their lands and territories 
rather than the customary rights of their ancestors. This because the legal title is stronger 
than customary rights.   
 
With aid of the Amazon Conservation Team and the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders 
in Suriname (VIDS), the indigenous territories of south west of Suriname have been mapped 
by indigenous peoples.  
 
On the maps produced with financing by the OAS, Trio territory with its largest village of 
Kwamalasamutu in the south west, and the villages Apoera, Washabo and Section in the west, 
as well as part of Wayana territory centred around Apetina have been shown. During the high 
level discussion the traditional authorities also examined which part of these areas will be 
affected when the planned Kabalebo project, which includes construction of a hydro-electric 
dam to provide power for bauxite extraction and processing in West Suriname and is 
scheduled to be in operation around the year 2012. The traditional authorities find that their 
land rights must be legal recognized and guaranteed before the Kabalebo project commences.   
 
Amazon Conservation Team, Suriname Program director, Gwendolyne Emanuels-Smith, 
indicates to [De Ware Tijd] that the request for support by the indigenous peoples concerns 
providing technical support and capacity building to assist them to negotiate a solution to 
their land rights problems with the Surinamese government. The demarcation maps should 
assist with this as well as dealing with Suralco. The Kabelebo project certainly needs to take 
into account the interests of the indigenous inhabitants of west and south Suriname.  
 
In Suralco’s magazine of 1 -13 April 2005 it says that the company has not fixed the errors that 
were made during the construction of the Afobaka dam in the 1960s. 


